My name is Hamza Jamaa, I’m a second year student currently studying Nutraceuticals
and this year I am running for the post of Cathal Brugha College Officer. I have been
in involved with a lot SU events in DIT since my time in DIT, I was a peer mentor, and
I have done various DIT tutoring programmes with tutoring Larkin college 6th year
students in Biology and also a member of several societies in DIT.
There are many reasons to why I have decided after years to put myself forward for
this but mainly I believe I will do the best job for all presiding Cathal Brugha students
in a whole. My Experience is in abundance of what I have known. What I have come
to know and what I will come to know and learn to share to make this coming year a
one of amicable remembrance.
An Environment where we can all benefit from one and other in other to grow and
enhance.
Why vote me
As to say, this is technically my third year in DIT as I transferred courses, this has
shown me on a personal level that I am firstly a people’s person who can adapt to
different environments in a short space of time. I can say I have lived more than half
of the DIT experience and challenges that it brings to us as a natural cause.
Naturally I would consider myself to be an easy going person, who is always level
headed at all situation. From this I have believed that I am an approachable Individual
and a relatively understanding person who is able to listen and apply all acquired effort
into any task at hand.
Why Vote for me??? The answer is simple… I commit to every duty/post/challenge. I
know I am the best person for this position. I have always put my all and then some
into everything I’ve ever done and for me this job is on the same level as anything else
I prioritise. As I’m usually in college most of my time studying or doing work, I have
deeply felt that l know what the students would want, as overtime I have paid attention
and noticed the need and or what has not been working.
I have the passion, drive, enthusiasm and overall ground experience that this job may
require. My Characteristics and traits reflects well of me, as I’m hardworking,
organised, focused and determined. Therefore I believe to make this upcoming year
the best overall experience you have ever had in DIT.
As a strong believer in Reformation of Change I strongly believe we should use our
vote wisely and rightly to make any decision, and with that I urge you to Vote for me…
Hamza for Cathal Brugha College Officer.
I know I would be best for the job vote Hamza for next Cathal Brugha officer!
The first thing that I would as College officer before anything is to bring the microwave
back for the start of semester one!

Aims

I have so many aims and objectives that I would ideally like to introduce to Cathal
Brugha Street. There is no doubt that the many good years I’ve witnessed here was
encased around in listening and observing the needs of the students. I feel as though
we are ready for the next step of affirmative change in process through leadership.
Listed below are just minor to main aims that I have observed, that they were not
adequately handled or even Enlighted to acknowledge the comfort and wellness of the
Students.
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Most definitely bring the microwave back and try maybe bring in a hot water dispenser
that is free of charge!
I aim to get a new Television in the SU in order to link a Netflix account for more movie
options as well as shows for those long breaks that awaits!! Also even maybe a stretch
into the area of a PlayStation.
One of my other aims that I think will benefit students would be bringing one printer to
the ground floor that would save students the trouble and hassle of travelling to the
other side of the building to print. (Reports, Assignment etc.)
I also had in mind of having spare lab coats, googles, calculators etc., I included this
as an option, as it sense of relevancy there would be that one day someone would
forget their locker key at home or their calculator for an exam at home, and so having
spare college essentials would be great.
I would provide a system which involves introducing a timetable of the computer room’s
availability, this would be beneficial value for a few in order for some students not to
feel pressured that they’ve to ask if there is a class on all the time when the other
computer rooms are fully occupied.
I would also like to organise more events in the college, the students can voice what
events they’d like to have and see what I would be able to do! As events can be both
enlightening and entertaining for all.
I’ve also noticed that the SU is usually packed most days, so I would try see if there be
more seats can be brought in! To avoid the compact nature of the Canteen and SU
being fully seated out.

On the very first day of college I wouldn’t have seen myself doing anything after classes
that’s not college related, but the years being in DIT I feel like I’m a changed person,
I’m not that shy student that I used to be! I have summoned courage to step out and
started thinking and wanting more for myself and In hope of this, I would enable others
to do so.
In the same way I strongly urge you to bring to the fore front the students engagement
and active nature to their Campus. Here we can build from the fundamentals in order
to pave paths for students to come. We can do this by firstly finding the Courage to
Vote and secondly understand that Rome wasn’t built in a day nor was it built by
observation. Thank you and Vote Hamza for College Officer of Cathal Brugha street.

